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Years ago, the conventional wisdom among many women (even those without firsthand experience) was that a circumcised penis was preferable to an intact one. Based on this belief, many
parents chose circumcision for their newborn sons. But today, in surveys of women who have had
both intact and circumcised partners, women state an overall preference for intact men.
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Regarding appearance: When erect, there is little visible difference between a circumcised and
intact penis. However, the intact penis will have no circumcision scar, will often have less hair
drawn up onto its shaft, and will on average be somewhat larger than a circumcised penis.
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Women’s sexual health: The moveable shaft skin of an intact penis provides better vaginal stimulation and facilitates intercourse by reducing painful friction from dryness. This prolongs pleasurable sex and results in higher rates of orgasm for both male and female. The intact penis is easy to
clean and is no burden for the 85% of the world’s men who are intact - or for their wives.
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